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Biological processes such 
as morphogenesis, tissue 

regeneration, and cancer invasion 
are driven by collective migration, 
division, and folding of epithelial 
tissues. Each of these functions 
is tightly regulated by mechano-
chemical networks and ultimately 
driven by physical forces. To date, 
we know that individual cells 
migrating in 2D generate traction 
forces to overcome resisting 
forces, i.e. internal cell stresses 
and matrix adhesive forces, and 
that cells face more external 
forces when moving in 3D tissue. 

 

Figure 1: Image of an F9 mouse embryonic carcinoma cell 
moving through a 3D collagen gel (2.4 mg/ml) at an average 
pore size of 3.1 μm and stiffness of 550 Pa [13].

Generally, stiffer cells and matrices reflect higher resistant 
forces and slower migration, although the opposite has 
also been reported for some cells: they move faster due 
to a well-organized feedback system, often regulated by 
the intracellular actomyosin machinery. This mechanical 

feedback is important for cell stiffness, sensing, durotaxis, 
plithotaxis and collective migration [1-3]. 

Tumor cell invasion is one of the first steps in metastasis 
by which carcinoma cells exit the primary tumor and enter 
the surrounding stroma. This process involves a dramatic 
change in the microenvironment, i.e. from an epithelium 
surrounded by a basement membrane to a stromal network 
of collagen fibers and other ECM components. Over the 
years, many studies focused on elucidating single cells in 
this process. Only recently, however, has it become clear 
that in vivo tumor cells often invade by collective migration. 
This phenomenon is poorly understood and questions 
have been raised as to what controls single-cell versus 
collective migration in different environments and how the 
microenvironment affects collective migration [4]. 

Clark and Vignjevic [5] addressed these questions by 
investigating the mechanism of collective migration of 
clusters of squamous carcinoma cells (A431) in various in vitro 
2D and 3D environments. They found that these cell clusters 
partially spread and migrate collectively, and persistently, on 
the surface of collagen networks and at confined interfaces 
compared to other cell clusters. Compared to single cells, 
cell clusters migrate efficiently by higher persistence with 
or without focal adhesions depending on the stiffness the 
collagen network. However, cell clusters form spheres with 
tightly apposed epithelial-like cell-cell junctions on Matrigels. 
These researchers are now investigating the functional roles 
of integrins and epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT)-
related signaling in collective cell migration and polarity of 
migrating clusters. Whether so-called front “leader” cells are 
engaged or cooperative migration is employed in these cell 
cluster processes is not clear.

Only recently, however, has it 
become clear that in vivo tumor cells 
often invade by collective migration.

The mechanical properties of the extracellular matrix 
are fundamental guidance cues for cell migration in 3D. 
To prevent cross-signaling of different stimuli present in 
naturally derived hydrogels, synthetic hydrogels with a 
defined composition and reduced complexity are often 
used to analyze the underlying mechanism of directed 
cell migration. Schreiber et al. [6] were interested in how 
static strains in these matrices influence the migration of 
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embedded HT-1080 cells. They found a highly anisotropic 
migration response parallel to the strain direction. 

Nagel et al. [7] examined the effect of ridged surface 
textures on collective cell migration using the amoeba 
Dictyostelium discoideum as a model system. They showed 
that these cells, when starved, follow each other and migrate 
together in streams to form clumps of cells. Cyclic AMP 
signaling is believed to facilitate this migration, resulting in 
directional polymerization of the cytoskeletal protein actin. 
The cellular leader and non-leader cell hierarchy within 
collectively migrating cell layers are important, e.g. the 
margin of an epithelial wound contains the seed for the 
ensuing collective cell migration towards the wound closure. 

   Blaue et al. [8] looked at the transition of collective to 
single-cell migration in neural crest (NCs) cells. They reported 
that cells undergo an EMT and switch from cooperative 
to single-cell migration during development. Using atomic 
force microscopy, these researchers looked at the adhesive 
and mechanical changes in these cells, describing a uniform 
distribution of cell-cell adhesion forces. Thus, NC sheet 
elasticity demonstrated strongly reduced cell stiffness in 
semi-detached leader cells compared to neighboring cells 
in the NC sheet periphery. Reduced leader cell stiffness 
coincided with enhanced cell spreading and high substrate 
traction, indicating a possible mechano-regulation of leader 
cell delamination. In support, reducing cell tension by 
inhibiting actomyosin contractility induces rapid spreading, 
possibly maximizing cell-substrate interactions and depletion 
of the adhesion molecule cadherin-11, prevented the 
tension reduction necessary for NC spreading.

Krause and Wolf [9] showed that tumor cell migration 
through 3D tissue depends on a physicochemical balance 
between tissue constraints, contact-dependent ECM 
degradation, and deformability of the cell and nucleus. Their 
research was geared to lamin- and chromatin-mediated 
mechanics of the cell nucleus and they dissected the relative 
contributions of these parameters under conditions of space 
confinement in substrate geometries that mimic connective 
tissue structures in vivo. 

   Jolly et al. [10] claimed that metastases are responsible 
for more than 90% of cancer-related patient deaths. They are 
usually seeded by a subset of circulating tumor cells (CTCs), 
which are shed from the primary tumor. In circulation, CTCs 
are found both as single and clusters of cells. The clusters 
of CTCs, although fewer in number, possess much higher 
metastatic potential compared to that of individual CTCs. 
Their studies indicate that downregulation of A-type lamin 
levels in breast cancer cells could coordinate both tumor cell 
invasion and outgrowth, thus providing an important point 
of control over the development of metastases. 

   Valon et al. [11] examined the mechanisms responsible 

for the generation of polarized nuclear tension that is 
required for 3D invasive cell migration. They followed cancer 
cells migrating through dense 3D matrices that form actin-
rich down-degraded adhesion sites, which share properties 
of both focal adhesions and invadopodia. This led them to 
hypothesize that actin-based nuclear force coupling from 
adhesion sites is the basis for cell polarity in migration and 
adhesion-based motility in 3D matrices.

Segerer et al. [12] developed a computational model 
to study the dynamics of cell migration at various scales, 
ranging from solitary crawling cells to cell cohorts up 
to tissues. Using this model, they could demonstrate 
that persistency of cellular movement is significantly 
impacted by cell contractility and cell polarizability. At the 
monolayer level, they predicted how stress distributions and 
morphology depend on single-cell features. According to 
their predictions, the viscous properties of the environment 
determine whether a single cell speeds up or slows down 
on surfaces with increasing stiffness leading to durotaxis. On 
macroscopic scales, cell-induced substrate deformations are 
detected by nearby cells and hence serve as a mechanism 
for long-range mechanical communication.

In summary, the influence of physical aspects in cancer 
biology has been addressed in recent years by many research 
groups of which only a small number is presented. Refer to 
http://physics.cancer.gov for more details.
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